CIRUCUIT PROTECTION FUSES
Photovoltaic (PV) fuse series was engineered and
designed specifically for the protection of photovoltaic
systems. Its enhanced fuse construction makes it ideal for
constant temperature and current cycling withstand
adding to system longevity.10x38, 14x51, 14x85, NH00,
NH0, NH1, NH2, NH3. Agency Information:: IEC 60269 UL
Recognized CE

Forklift truck and battery isolator fuses

are specially designed
for the heavy duty loads associated with DC battery powered equipment
such as forklift trucks, hand trucks, motorized work platforms, and other DC
battery operated systems. stud mounted bolt-in design assure a long life in
adverse conditions for these fuses. 35A to 800A, IEC 60269 CE

European Cylindrical Style
Supplemental protection of small transformers and high inrush Loads,
branch circuit and motors. AS high speed fuses are rated 690 volts AC and
provide supplemental protection of power plus many applications.
10x38, 14x51, 22x58, Gg, Am & Semiconductor from 0.5A to 125A,
With and Without Striker

BS 88 Extremely high breaking capacity fuses: protection of
power semiconductors as per IEC
Standard 60269.1 and 4 690 V voltage rating aR (ratings from 6 to 710 A)
as per UL and IEC 60269.4

North American round style fuses
European Style Fuse, Semiconductor NH Fuses
A range of industrial fuses for a wide variety of applications where
690V is needed.
Provide state-of-the-art protection for semiconductors: diodes,
thyristors and GTO’s devices. Also extending circuit protection to
other solid-state components. Truly international line of
semiconductor fuses to protect these sensitive components
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EUROPEAN SQUARE BODY
FUSE

690V fuse-links provide maximum flexibility in equipment design and ultimate Protection for today’s
power conversion equipment. These square body fuse-links are available in four different body sizes; the
body sizes along with a broad range of ampere ratings allow greatest flexibility in equipment design.
690VAC/440VDC, 40A to 4000A, 100KA/200KA Class, aR ultra-fast acting Square body,
IEC 60269,UL Recognized CE

Medium Voltage Fuses
Current-limiting protection for medium-voltage
transformers and distribution systems, circuit protection
for medium-voltage motors and motor controllers.
3.6kv to 36kv,
Medium-voltage UL Listed fuses E-rated, R-rated and
capacitor

FUSE BASE AND ISOLATING
SWITCHES

Cylindrical fuse-switch, low voltage fuse
holders, NH fuse-bases, semiconductor and special purpose fuse base, fuse-links have blown-fuse
indicators which are visible through the screw cap. Screw caps fit onto single pole bases which are screw
or DIN rail mounted, HT Fuse Base, Isolating Switches any Many More.
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